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The facts in this book are based on information obtained

from The Handbook of Indians of Canada published by the

Geographic Board of Canada.

Indian Trapper with Dog Team.
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INTRODUCTION

It is not known how long Indians inhabited this continent

before it was discovered by white men, where they came from

or how they got here. One theory advanced by students of

Indian history is that China was the original home of these people.

The reason for this belief may be that many of the designs common
to Indian painting and carving have some similarity to those of

the Chinese. Another theory is that the Indians came from Asia.

All this is supposition, however. So far, no one knows positively

their origin.

We do know definitely that long before white men came, the

North American continent was inhabited by numerous bands of

Indians who lived in every part of the country from the Atlantic

to the Pacific coasts and from the barren northern wastes to the

waters of the southern shores. When white traders and explorers

came into the great Indian country and met these copper-skinned

people, they learned from them that they had been here for a

very long time, but how long the Indians themselves did not

know.

The earliest known trade between Europeans and the Indians

north of Mexico wras through the French (Basque) sailors and

fishermen who, following the wrhale, reached the great fishing

banks of Newfoundland at an early period. Again, in the year

1497, when Cabot touched upon this island he was met by Indian

natives, and Cartier, sailing up the St. Lawrence, in 1534-1535,

discovered that certain places on the river were used as a base

by the Indians for drying fish and the trading of furs. French

sailors, therefore, were probably the first white men to see Indians

in Canada and to trade with them.

The Author.
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THE TRIBES

As explorers advanced into the country, they found a great

many widely separated colonies of Indians, each speaking a

different language, or dialect. These people were well organized

into separate units or tribes. A tribe or unit was composed of a

body of Indians who were either related, united, or in close contact

with one another. Each unit lived in a permanent area or

territory and had its own government. The members of the tribes

had their chiefs or headmen who made governing rules and laws

for the unit. The Indians of Canada are divided into four tribal

groups:

1. Eastern Woodlands;

2. Plains Tribes;

3. Athabaska and British Columbia Interior Tribes;

4. British Columbia Coast Tribes.

Our concern in this book is to learn about the tribes who
live in Western Canada—that is in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,

Alberta and British Columbia. We wish chiefly to learn, however,

about those who live on the prairies. The British Columbia

tribes have their own culture, customs and legends, and they

differ vastly from those of the prairie people. The tribes native

to the prairies are the:

1. Cree;

2. Assiniboines;

3. Blackfeet;

4. Sioux.



The Indians of the Plains

CHAPTER ONE

THE CREES

The Crees are of Algonquian origin. The Algonquians

formerly were a large and powerful tribe of Indians occupying a

more extended area of the country than any other group in North

America. Their territory stretched westward from the shores of

the Atlantic to the foothills of the Rockies, northward to the

land of the Eskimo, and southward to Mexico.

This great confederacy or nation gradually became broken

up into separate units or bands as they moved about and settled in

various parts of Canada. One of these units was called Crees,

another Blackfeet, and so on. The first Crees in the West, of

which there is record, settled in Manitoba and Saskatchewan

between the Red and Saskatchewan rivers. Some of the bands

went along the Nelson river to the vicinity of Hudson Bay, others

wandered north-westward almost to Athabaska lake, but gradually

many were attracted to the prairies by the buffalo which were an

important source of food. The prairie Indians became famous

buffalo hunters.

Epidemics of smallpox and scarlet fever swept through the

Indian country at various times and, by 1776, the population

was reduced from around 15,000 to half this number. Again, in

1838, these diseases swept off at least half the prairie tribes.

The Crees have from the earliest times been generally friendly

with the French and English who invaded their country, first

to trade goods of little value for their priceless furs, and later

when the Canadian government took over their vast lands.



In the Metis uprising 1 of 1884-1885, the Indians around

Battleford were sympathetic with the Metis grievances, as they

were closely allied with the Metis by ties of blood as well as

by close association, but as they were governed by sober chiefs,

their part in the affair was of minor importance.

Today, the Crees in Western Canada live in reservations

allotted to them by white men at the time the Indian treaties

were made, and they now are governed by Indian agents appointed

by the Dominion government.

These Indian reservations consist of areas of land which

were set aside for the various bands by the Dominion government

in return for their hunting territory. These reservations provide

the Indians with homes and with land for cultivation. It was

intended also in settling the Indians in this wTay, on individual

reserves, to prevent disputes among them about boundaries.

It also brings them more easily under government control.

Most of the tribes have been converted to the white man's

religion and attend mission schools2 which were set up originally

by early missionaries. Among the early missionaries who did

noble work among the Indians, the names of Father Lacombe,

Reverend Alexandre Tache, afterwards the distinguished bishop

of the Red River, and the Reverend George McDougall, stand out.

QUIZ

1. Indicate on the map the country occupied by the Algonquian

people.

2. Tell your class how the tribes formed into separate units

or bands.

3. How are the tribal groups of Canada divided?

4. Where did the first Crees in the west settle?

1. See Great Chiefs and Mighty Hunters.

2. There are 12 residential mission schools in Saskatchewan. These are

directed mostly by Catholic, Anglican and United Church ministers.
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5. Why did some of the bands choose to settle on the prairie?

6. Of what did their chief food consist?

7. How did diseases affect the population?

8. How did the Crees receive the English and French who
invaded their country?

9. What part did the prairie Indians have in the uprising of

1884-1885?

10. Make a drawing of the Battleford region where the uprising

occurred and tell the class why the Indians allied themselves

with the Metis people.

11. Read the story of Poundmaker in Great Chiefs and Mighty

Hunters and tell the class about the noble chief Poundmaker.

12. Where do the Crees live? Find their reservation on the map.

13. Can you tell why reservations were set aside for Indians?

14. Are the Indians governed by the province or by the Dominion?

15. Can your teacher arrange to have you visit an Indian

reservation?

16. What do the people confined on reservations do for a living?

17. Tell how the Indians have become converted to Christianity.

18. Name three important missionaries.

19. How many mission schools are there in Saskatchewan?

20. Make a drawing of an Indian reservation.

11



CHAPTER TWO

THE ASSINIBOINES

According to tradition the Assiniboines are a branch of

the Sioux and they were a large and widely scattered tribe living

with the latter along the headwaters of the Mississippi river when
the first Europeans visited this region in 1640. Shortly before

this they had separated from the parent group and moved north-

ward and joined the Crees. They numbered around 1,200 tents.

Usually, there were on an average from six to eight persons to a

tent. Europeans generally counted the Indians by tents.

So far as is known, the first Assiniboines to come into Canada
settled about Lake of the Woods, gradually drifting northward

to the region around Lake Winnipeg. At any rate, bands of

these people were living there in 1670 where they were seen

by the early traders.

About a hundred years later, in 1775, explorers found them
living along the banks of the Saskatchewan and Assiniboine

rivers. A good time later, around 1856, they became divided

into two tribes, the northern, and the southern—or the Assiniboines

of the Plains, and the Assiniboines of the Woods. At this time

the tribe was reduced to some five or six hundred tents.

Assiniboin is a Cree Indian word which means "one who
cooks by the use of stones" . It was customary for Assiniboines

to boil wT

ater for cooking by putting hot stones into it. Before

white men brought iron pots and earthenware utensils to them,

the primitive Indians made these articles out of clay or mud
which they baked until it became hard. Sometimes they made
a hole in the ground and lined it with clay or a piece of rawhide.

They then filled this receptacle with water and dropped hot

stones into it until the water boiled. When boiling, they fastened

the top of the hide to retain the steam, or, if the pot or receptacle

were fashioned out of clay, they covered it with a flat stone.

12



The Assiniboines roamed far and wide over the prairies

—

over what now is the Manitoba and Saskatchewan country.

They penetrated into Alberta as far as the foothills of the Rocky
Mountains and as far south as the Missouri river, living almost

wholly on the plains until they were gathered on reservations.

As they ranged over the country they camped on the banks

of the numerous small lakes they came to, especially where there

was wood and water and hunting. The lakes gave them fish, the

woods and prairies game. Their tipis, like those of the Crees

and Blackfeet, were conical in shape and very attractive. There

is a story about "The Painted Tipis " in Great Chiefs and Mighty

Hunters.

Tipi is a Siouan word, meaning ti "to dwell", pi "used for".

The tipi consisted of poles set in the ground, so as to form a

circle, and covered with dressed buffalo skins sewn together so

as to make a single circular piece. This skin covering was held in

place by means of wooden pins and ground pegs. The plains

people always decorated their tipis very attractively with

coloured symbols and figures. The dress, tipis, and customs of

these people are similar to those of the Plains Crees whom they

joined so long ago. Today the Indians cover their tipis with

canvas.

There is an Assiniboine reservation at Montmartre, Saskat-

chewan. Farming is the chief occupation of this band.

QUIZ

1. Tell the class to which Indian nation the Assiniboines belong.

2. What region did they at first occupy? Make a drawing

showing where Europeans first discovered them.

3. How many tents did they number? How did Europeans

estimate their numbers? k

4. When did the first Assiniboines come to Canada, and where

did they settle?

13



5. Make a drawing of the region around Lake of the Woods
and Lake Winnipeg.

6. How long ago did early traders meet the Assiniboines in the

region of Lake Winnipeg?

7. When did explorers find these people settled along the

Saskatchewan and Assiniboine rivers?

8. Tell the class when the Assiniboines became divided into two

tribes and how these two tribes were named.

9. How many tents of them were there at this time?

10. Tell how the Assiniboines got their name?

11. Describe their cooking receptacles and make a drawing of an

Indian lining a "cooking hole" in the ground with clay, or a

hide, and enclosing the top.

12. Make a map showing the wide range of the Assiniboines

through Manitoba, Saskatchewan and to the foothills of

the Rocky Mountains in Alberta, and south to the Missouri

river.

13. Where did they camp as they travelled and why? What
food did they find?

14. What was the shape of their tipis?

15. Read "The Painted Tipis " in Great Chiefs and Mighty

Hunters. Make a drawing of a painted tipi and tell the class

how it is constructed.

16. Explain what "tipi" means in the Siouan tongue.

17. What did the Indians use to cover their tipis in the early

days? What material do they use today?

18. How do the Assiniboine people dress?

19. Is there an Assiniboine reservation in Saskatchewan? Make
a drawing of it from the map.

20. What is the chief occupation of the band living on this

reservation?

14



CHAPTER THREE

THE BLACKFEET

Like the Crees, the Blackfeet are a branch of the great

Algonquian family or nation. The common belief is that they

got their name

—

siksika—" black feet"—because their moccasins

were discolored or blackened by ashes of prairie fires. This is

understandable as, in the early days when the prairies were

unhabitated except by the roving bands of Indians, prairie fires

often swept unchecked over thousands of acres of dry prairie

grass destroying the feed upon which the buffalo depended. As

a result herds of stampeding buffalo fled before the fires and

where they went the Indians followed.

The Blackfeet were at one time an important tribe. They
comprised three units or bands, the Blackfeet, Bloods and Piegans.

Before they were gathered upon reservations, these people held

most of the immense territory stretching from the North Saskat-

chewan river to the southern head-streams of the Missouri in

Montana.

As far back as 1790, they were discovered by the explorer

Mackenzie 1 moving northward from the Red River country into

the Mackenzie River region which, with the exception of temporary

occupancy by invading Crees, has always been held by the

Athapascan tribes.

The remnants of these once numerous people, an estimated

9,000, are now settled on three reservations in Alberta, and one

in Montana—about one-half being on each side of the international

boundary. There were some noted chiefs, especially Chief Crowfoot,

and leaders in the bands when white traders and settlers came

into the Indian country and their warriors, inured to hardships

as they were, were fierce and determined. Each of the tribes

1. Alexander Mackenzie.
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had its own hunting ground upon which no other could encroach

and for the retention of their territory, they were constantly

warring with each other. The missionaries Father Lacombe,

Reverend George McDougall and Reverend John MacLean
exerted great Christian influence among the Indians during the

early troublesome years.

The culture of the Blackfeet is that of the Plains tribes

generally. Their beadwork is bold in design and execution and is

greatly sought after by collectors and museums, especially the old

time pieces. 2

The early handicraft of the Blackfeet was artistic in con-

struction and design. Two fine examples of Blackfoot work are

to be seen in the Provincial Museum, Regina, a firebag and a

belt.

The firebag is made of tanned moosehide and has an intricate

Indian design embroidered in beads. The fringe is finely decorated

(in a geometrical design) with porcupine quills dyed in vivid

colors. It is sewn together with sinew, a thread the Indians

make out of tendons of animals. The beads are also sewn to the

background with sinew. Firebags were used by the Indians for

carrying pipes, tobacco, and sometimes various objects which

they considered sacred.

The belt is handsomely embroidered with beads sewn to a

background of well-tanned deerskin. The geometrical design is

highly artistic and perfectly applied.

QUIZ

1. Of which Indian nation are the Blackfeet a branch?

2. How did the Blackfeet get their name?

3. Tell the class about the great fires that once swept through

prairie grass and how this affected the Indian bands?

4. Draw a scene showing buffalo galloping before a prairie fire.

2. See collection in the Provincial Museum, Regina.
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5. Draw a picture of Indians following the buffalo over black-

ened prairie.

6. Of how many bands or units wTere the Blackfeet composed?

7. Make a drawing of the vast country over which the Blackfeet

roamed.

8. What did the explorer Mackenzie discover about the migration

of the Blackfeet? What year was this?

9. WTiere are the Blackfeet now located?

10. Read about Chief Crowfoot in Great Chiefs and Mighty

Hunters and write an essay of six hundred words about him.

11. Make a drawing from the map of the Blackfeet reservations.

12. Why did the bands war with each other?

13. Can you describe the construction of a firebag, or a belt?

Visit the Provincial Museum if possible and make a drawing

of a firebag and belt shown there.

14. What is a firebag used for?

15. How is the handicraft of the Blackfeet regarded artistically?

17



CHAPTER FOUR

THE SIOUX

In the country north of Mexico, the Siouan family was next

in size to the Algonquian. The name Sioux is taken from the

largest and best known tribal group, or confederacy, belonging to

the family—the Sioux of Dakota.

The term Sioux is an abbreviation of Nadowessioux, a French

corruption of Nadowe-is-no, the name given them by their

enemies, the Chippewa Indians. It means "snake," or "adder".

In other words it means "enemy".

In the early days, the Sioux people were widely distributed

over the country that now is the Western United States. Gradually,

the scattered bands pushed their way northward into Canada

in the direction of Lake Winnipeg and the Great Lakes in Central

Canada and nearly to the Rockies in the West.

The first known meeting between the Western Siouans and

white explorers was in 1541. After 1804, expeditions into and

through their country wrere numerous. The Sioux were con-

sistently hostile to intruders—the traders and the swarms of

immigrants in covered wagons who invaded their hunting territory,

who settled among them in numbers, and who in course of time

were followed by still more settlers who pressed them into

narrower and narrower areas until they were finally confined

to reservations.

This continued pressure by the invading whites led to the

bloody Indian uprisings in 1862-1863, in what now is the State of

Minnesota, and for some time thereafter. Following the Minnesota

massacre Chief Standing Buffalo sought refuge in Canada. It was

following the Custer massacre at Little Big Horn, in 1876, that

the Sioux bands now settled on the Canadian prairies were led

18



by a warrior named Sitting Bull into Canada 1
for refuge—here

to remain. The older members of those adopted Indians are

finely built men and handsome in an arrogant way. They are

loyal to the customs of Canada. They are not regarded as aliens

but as belonging to the Canadian Indian tribes.

The entry of the Sioux into Canada was spectacular. An
advance guard left the Little Big Horn river in the Montana
country and hurried toward the Canadian border. The party

reached Cypress Hills and the trading-post at Wood Mountain

on November 17, 1876. A dozen of them rode up and stared

into the windows of the trading post, then they entered the post

one by one, leaving the door open.

When this advance guard reported the road clear, the main

body came on in great numbers and for some months thereafter

they continued to arrive until, in May of 1877, there were 800

lodges, approximately 4,000 persons, camped around the trading

post. They were famished and almost naked. They wore buffalo

robes and boots and carried a quantity of guns and scalps.

Major Thos. W. Aspdin of the N.W. Mounted Police witnessed

the arrival of Sitting Bull and his Hunk papas2 in May of 1877.

They crossed the line near the White Mud river. Major Aspdin

and his men were on patrol, when they saw a great cavalcade of

Hunk papas riding headlong into Canada.

Shiyo Hooshte "Lame Chicken" and war party tried to

raid Sitting BulPs camp, winter of 1876-77, but were discovered

and would have been wiped out but for the timely arrival of

Sitting Bull himself, who gave a good tongue lashing to his braves

and told them that they must not arouse the enmity of the

Indians in whose territory they were forced to seek refuge. The
last of Sitting Bull's Hunk papas returned to the United States

in the summer of 1881.

1. They crossed into Canada near Wood Mountain.

2. headmen.
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The Sioux Reservation near Fort Qu'Appelle is situated

on the peaceful shores of Echo and Upper Fishing Lakes in the

lovely Qu'Appelle valley. Here the more energetic farm success-

fully, adding to the country's grain wealth; others hunt and fish

and generally work for white men.

The beadwork 3 and quillwork of the Sioux women is distinctive

—bold in design and vivid in coloring. The younger women of

the tribe have discarded the full-gathered skirts, moccasins and

shawls worn by their mothers and grandmothers and dress as

nearly as possible like their white sisters, but the older women
cling to the modified fashions of an older day. They no longer

decorate their own clothing with brilliant bead and quill work,

however, but they embroider handsomely, in traditional design,

belts, moccasins and other articles to decorate the costumes

for their menfolk to wear on ceremonial occasions, at local fairs

and when pressed into parades for the entertainment of white

men. This last custom is regarded by thoughtful people as

degrading to descendants of the proud people who once ruled

the plains.

QUIZ

1. How did the Siouan family compare in size to the Algonquian?

2. Describe the origin of the name Sioux. What is the English

translation of the word?

3. Where was the original home of the Sioux?

4. Make a drawing of the directions in which they travelled

when they pushed their way into Canada.

5. Give the date of the first known meeting between the Sioux

people and explorers.

6. Did the Sioux object to traders and settlers coming into their

country?

3. See article on Beadwork in Great Chiefs and Mighty Hunters.
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7. What was the result of the invasion by whites? What happened

to the Indians as a result of the white invasion?

8. What caused the Sioux uprising in Minnesota in 1876?

9. Where did the survivors of the Custer massacre enter Canada?

Get your map and show where they crossed the line.

10. What is the status of the Sioux in Canada?

11. Where is the Sioux reservation situated?

1-2. What do you know about the Qu'Appelle Valley?

13. If possible visit a museum and examine the handicraft of

the Sioux, making a drawing of a design to bring back to

your class.

14. Draw a picture, from memory, of an Indian woman at a

provincial fair.

15. Draw a picture, from memory, of an Indian at a provincial

fair.

16. Draw a picture, from memory, of a parade of Indians, and

give your ideas of this practice.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE FUR TRADE

The fur trade was an important factor in the conquest and
settlement of the North American continent by the French and the

English. For a long time Canada and the Great West and the

North-West were known to the outside world as the "Fur
Country." In 1703, a writer said, "Canada subsists only upon
the trade of skins or furs, three-fourths of which come from the

people that live around the Great Lakes. " The fur traffic offered

adventure and the individual traders and fur companies who
engaged in it became rich.

The pioneers of the fur trade were the solitary trappers and

traders. They blazed the way for canoe trips, fur brigades,

trading-posts, and, finally, settlements. Often the early white

trader established a temporary outpost. This was called a flying

post. It was a rude shelter in a good hunting region. Here the

traders intercepted the Indians as they returned from their

hunting grounds. Sometimes these flying-posts were set near

rivers, falls or rapids. Afterward at many of these places towns

sprang up.

The important fur companies operating in North America

were the French fur companies of early days, the Hudson's Bay
Company, the Alaska Commercial Company and many other

smaller outfits. Intense rivalry existed between these companies

and while they exploited the country and the Indians, their

forts and fur-trading stations brought the white man's civilization

to North America.

As time went on, many of the men engaged in the great

fur quest—French, English, Scotch—around the Indian settle-

ments intermarried with the Indian women, thus introducing

into the country a mixed blood element. The offspring of these

unions were called Metis who are a fine sturdy class of people.

22



Baling furs with an old style lever press.

—Courtesy Hudson's Bay Company

The continual migration of the Indians from one place to

another was partly due to the retreat of fur bearing animals from

one feeding ground, watercourse, or salt-lick. They had to follow

the animals as they wrere their chief source of food, clothing and

shelter. In certain parts of the continent skins of furbearing

animals were the basis of wealth for the Indians in their trading

operations. Skins were primitive money and accepted in trade as

such. In the interior of the country the beaver skin was the only

currency, and had a standard trading value.

The influence of the French colonists on the Indians began

upon their arrival. They bartered glass beads with them for their

fine pelts and this stimulated trade to a great extent. Later,

they brought the natives firearms.

In the English settlement of Virginia, beads or wampum
early became the " current coin" in Indian trade. In 1621,

Captain Norton was sent over from England with some Italian

workmen to establish a glass furnace for the manufacture of these

articles. In 1640-1643 wampum was made legal tender in New

23



England and was extensively used, and the use of wampum
became common in Canada. Liquor was given to the Indians

by the early traders to stimulate trade and was more and more
used as business increased.

In pre-European times the Indians made beads from clam,

periwinkle, oyster and other shells which were plentiful along

both the eastern and western shores of the continent. These

beads were called wampum and owing to their beauty and scarcity

they were highly prized by the tribes. The work of boring these

shells for stringing was not only tedious but complicated and

dextrous. The value of these beads depended upon their size

and color. The two principal colors were white and violet and

purple, the purple varying in shade from pale or pink violet to

dark purple.

When European traders brought iron tools to the Indians

for drilling holes in shells wampum became plentiful and an

important item of trade for carrying on commerce with inland

tribes. Strings of wampum were called " Indian money ".

White beads were a symbol of prosperity, peace and good-

will. Purple meant death, disaster or war. Wr
hite strings tinged

red with vermilion or other red color were used as a challenge or

declaration of war. The four main purposes for which wampum
beads were used were—personal decoration, as money, records of

wars, and wrhen woven into belts, for the ratification of treaties.

After a time with the advent of more and more traders bringing

with them cheap porcelain beads, the old shell currency lost its

high trading value.

An early writer states that a string of wampum (or belt)

of from one to five inches in width was worth sometimes more than

ten pounds sterling. These strings of wampum were worn by

the early Indians as scarves or sashes around the shoulders or

breasts and were called girdles or belts.
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QUIZ

1. How did the fur trade influence the conquest and settlement

of the North American continent?

2. By what name was the Western and the North-Western

country known to the outside world?

3. What did a writer say about it in 1703, nearly 250 years ago?

4. How did the fur trade affect the lives and fortunes of those

who followed it?

5. Who were the pioneers of the fur trade? State in a short

essay how the pioneers made their way through the country

and their methods of setting up trading posts.

6. Tell how settlements followed the traders.

7. Tell the class briefly the names of the important trading

companies, how they operated, and how the impact of white

civilization influenced the natives.

8. Did these trading companies exploit the Indians?

9. What is meant by Metis people?

10. What caused the Indians to migrate from place to place?

11. Tell the class how the skins of fur-bearing animals were

used in trade.

12. What did the French colonists bring the Indians?

13. What trading customs did the English introduce into

Virginia? Did these customs extend into Canada?

14. Tell the class what wampum is and the uses it was put to.

15. How high was a string of wampum valued?
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CHAPTER SIX

GAME ANIMALS AS TRAIL MAKERS

For a long time before the coming of the whites, the Indians

were familiar with places often hundreds of miles distant from

one another, and all early accounts indicate that they travelled

over the same route in coming and going, covering the western

country as well as the entire continent with a network of trails

over which they sometimes ran long distances with great speed.

It is reported that in what now is the southern United States,

a Hopi messenger ran 120 miles in 15 hours, and there are other

instances of journeys of great hardship extending over months

or years.

The Siouan and other tribes native to the Great Lakes

were tireless travellers, so also were those of Algonquian origin

—

Crees, Assiniboines and Blackfeet—who lived on the prairies and

in the north. They made long journeys on foot over game trails

from the headquarters of the Saskatchewan to the Gulf of Mexico

to obtain supplies. Articles such as copper from the north,

shells from the Atlantic ocean and the Gulf of Mexico and stone

implements from far and various regions found in ancient graves

give evidence of constant Indian migration and show that active

trade was going on over a wide territory. The Western Plains

Indians travelled hundreds of miles south to obtain woven blankets

from the Pueblos. Some bands of Plains Indians are known to

have travelled 2,000 miles on raids.

On early maps many trails and trade routes are shown, some

along streams and others across country. From Montreal, the

route to Western Canada was up the Ottawa river, across lake

Nipissing, down the French river to lake Huron, and up the

St. Mary's river to lake Superior.

With the opening up of the interior of the country one route

followed the International Boundary from lake Superior to the
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Lake of the Woods, thence by Winnipeg river to lake Winnipeg.

From this lake water routes were available to all parts of Western

Canada and the United States.

Going south up the Red river provided access to the

Mississippi river and all the western states. From Fort Garry on

the Red river, the Assiniboine river led to southern Manitoba

and Saskatchewan.

From the north end of lake Winnipeg twx) routes led to

Hudson Bay. By the mighty Saskatchewan river the fur trader

could reach the Rocky Mountains, and thence make his way to

the Pacific Ocean by the Fraser river.

From the Saskatchewan river at Cumberland House, the

main route to the Mackenzie river and the Arctic Ocean lay open,

and by ascending the Peace river, northern Alberta and British

Columbia were reached.

Game animals served as trail-makers. They might even be

classed as the first highway makers on this continent. They knew
where were the best feeding grounds and supplies of water and,

in their quest for food, the Indians had only to follow the paths

made by the particular game they wanted.

These narrow game trails, or highways, were also followed

by the Indians in their travels and their ordinary trade routes.

Usually, where one game trail ended another began and this gave

the traveller direction to encampments of other tribes.

These trails, though seldom wider than 18 inches, were

sufficient for travel as always the Indians marched in single file.

Sometimes, they, especially war-parties, chose to follow the beds

of streams so that their footprints would be effaced or blotted

out, thus throwing their enemies off their tracks.

In wooded areas the Indians always chose the easiest paths,

avoiding rough or stony ground, which quickly wore away their

moccasins, and because in dense brush it was difficult to make
rapid progress. Their custom was to choose when possible high
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ground where the soil dried quickly, where the underbrush was

sparse and the streams to be crossed fewest and shallowest. In

crossing high hills or mountains, they followed the lowest points

or gaps. In fact, these primitive people showed as much intelligence

in trail, or road, making as the modern engineers of today

The constant use of these paths or trails year after year

and generation after generation so foot-packed the soil that in

places such as hillsides they still are traceable by depressions

in the ground or by the absence of, or the difference in, vegetation.

Old maps and records reveal that many of these paths extended

with few breaks practically the entire length and breadth of the

continent. Most of these old Indian trails have been erased or

overlaid by roads and railways of modern times, but a sharp

eye may discover on virgin prairie or rolling hillside indentations

or traces of old Indian foot paths.

On the prairies, the deer and buffalo established deep trails

as they ranged backward and forward. Later, when the Indians

obtained horses, the foot as well as the buffalo trails became

widened by large parties passing with horses dragging tipi poles

and travois. These trails became well-marked highways, often

being depressed two feet below the surface. Many of these old

trails still are faintly visible on hills in coulees leading down

to watercourses.

There were times, however, when the Indians avoided trails

entirely lest enemies discover their passage or footprints. In

the early days on the prairies, the Indians used only landmarks

to mark their travel, preferring to make their way over unbroken

ground rather than on furrowed trails. It was also easier to

haul travois over grass than on an uneven trail. The grass

told no tales.

Primitive man had a natural sense of direction and generally

his route followed landmarks to which he gave poetic names.

The prairie Indians travelled almost entirely by landmarks.

They would say, Wazee-ghe Pay-zhee-skooya. This meant in
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Assiniboine "From Cypress Hills to Sweet Grass Hills" and,

Minnesota (Sioux) Wimnipek (Cree) which meant "From Murky
Water to Murky Water." Oklahoma (Sioux) Manitupek (Ojibway)

meant "From the Other Sleeve to Manitu or Spirit Lake."

Ka-pas-ke-sike (0jibway) Wak-pa-ojate (Sioux) meant "Junction

of trails or rivers." The Assiniboines named the site of the present

city of Prince Albert, Wak-pa-ojate, which means the confluence

of rivers, meaning the point where the north and south branches

of the Saskatchewan river join east of the present city of Prince

Albert. Mississippi (Salteaux) Wak-pa-tanka (Sioux) meant

"From Big River to Big River," the latter north of Prince Albert.

Minidusa (Sioux) Saskatchewan (Cree) meant "From Swift

Waters to Swift Waters."

Canoe

When the tribes or bands who lived along waterways began

to devise canoes, the portages also became beaten paths. As a

rule, the Indian trader and later the white trader, liked to travel

by water, getting past obstructions such as rocks or hills by
unloading his canoe and carrying it, then his cargo, over short

distances, or across country. These "portages" or "carries"

(carrying places) occurred between different watercourses or

rivers or lakes. In time these "portages" became with constant

use finely beaten paths or trails.

No matter how else he travelled for convenience, however,

the Indian never abandoned the trails for, when the tribes were at

Wazee-ghe, Pay-zhee-skooya, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Wak-pa-ojate,
Wak-pa-tanka were both Sioux and Assiniboine terms.
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war, open water routes were dangerous and he had to take refuge

along concealed land paths or trails.

The canoes used by the Indian on the rivers and lakes of

the prairie provinces had a framework of light spruce or pine

wood and were sheathed or covered with pieces of birchbark

sewn together and made water-tight with melted pitch. These

canoes were very light and when empty a woman could carry

one on her back and make her wray across land.

The early Indian paths and trails first marked by game
and worn smooth by moccasined feet were followed by trapper

and trader, the missionary, the hunter, the soldier, and the colonist

in their conquest of the vast North American wilderness. Many
of these old paths and portages became changed by white men
with the passing of time to the canals and railway routes and

highways of today, while many of our modern cities are situated

on the sites of old Indian villages and trading-posts. Thus, may
the Indian be classed not only as a primitive roadmaker but as

the architect of the modern highways of today.

QUIZ

1. How did the Indians establish trails? Were they extensive?

2. Why did the Indians make such long journeys?

3. How have we been able to trace these long journeys?

4. Explain how the Indians traded among themselves.

5. Can you make a rough sketch from the map showing the

general direction of an Indian trade route from Montreal

to Western Canada?

6. Make a sketch of the Western route from Lake Superior by

way of the Red river to the Saskatchewan country.

7. Make a sketch showing the route from Lake Winnipeg to

Hudson Bay.

8. Make a sketch showing the route to the Rocky Mountains,

by way of the Saskatchewan river, and thence to the Pacific

Ocean.
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9. Indicate on the above sketch the route to the Mackenzie

river and the Arctic after leaving the Saskatchewan river.

10. Why may game animals be classed as highway makers?

11. Would you say the Indians were clever in following the game
trails? Did they reach other Indian encampments by these

trails?

12. Write an ^essay of 300 words describing early game trails.

13. Have you ever discovered on hillsides any traces of old

foot-packed Indian or buffalo trails?

14. What effect did the bringing of horses to the prairies have on

the old trails?

15. Describe the water routes used by the Indian. How did he

transport his cargo?

16. By what method did Indians conceal themselves from

enemies?

17. Tell how the light canoes used on the prairie waterways

were made.

18. Write an essay on the Indian as pathmaker for trader,

missionary, hunter, soldier and colonist.

19. How did the Indian trailmakers assist in the white man's

conquest of the North American wilderness?

20. What relation has the old Indian routes with the canals,

highways and railway routes of today?
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CHAPTER SEVEN

COMMERCE

The North American Indians were a great trading nation and

examples of crude articles which they exchanged with each other

are found in Indian graves and mounds all over the continent, many
of them having passed from one person to another, many times.

Each culture area had its primitive culture and the resources

of one area were in sharp demand by another. Thus, copper

obtained from the Eskimo of the north, and jade for blades and

soapstone for lamps, was desired by the middle and southern

tribes. Shells common on the shores of the Atlantic and Pacific

and wampum made from shells were traded to the tribes in the

interior. These beads and shells were used for money and decora-

tion. The tribes about the Great Lakes were in touch with the

copper mines of Lake Superior, and these people traded in copper

extensively.

Those tribes living in the region of the reindeer and fur-

bearing animals traded furs with distant bands for the particular

supplies which they required. Furs were used for the making of

clothing and also for sleeping robes. Buffalo and other skins and

horns were demanded by the Pueblos of Mexico, and pemmican

was traded profitably with these tribes. Also catlinite 1 and black

steatite
2 from Minnesota and Canada were important trading items.

It is little wonder that in the days of foot travel that the

entire country was criss-crossed by trails. The Mississippi river

was the great centre and depot for commerce for the entire

continent as it was easily reached from other areas by portages

between the headwaters of innumerable rivers and streams.

In the north and along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts trade

followed the waterways to a great extent and as time went on

1 and 2. Soapstones.
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many ingenious types of craft were developed. Dog transportation

was common. On the prairies before the advent of horses the

Indians adjacent to waterways designed and used light bark

canoes suitable for river navigation and portaging.

As a rule, however, the bands and tribes moved about on

foot or by dog-sleds, camping for a time in one place, in their food

quest and to trade, then moving to another, wherever food was

obtainable or where trading was profitable.

QUIZ

1. Tell how the North American Indians developed trade

amongst themselves.

2. Explain their system of exchange and the sources of their

supplies.

3. What uses did the Indians make of furs?

4. Where was the great central trading depot for all the North
American Indians?

5. Explain how the Indian tribes in the various regions got

about to trade.

Dog Teams at Lower Fort Garry.
—Courtesy Hudson's Bay Company
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CHAPTER EIGHT

TRADING POSTS

From the earliest discovery of the continent, trading has

been going on between the Indians and the whites. In 1534

Cartier found the natives of the St. Lawrence river region trading

with the Europeans. A letter from a Spanish captain by the name
of Pedro Menendez 1 to Philip II revealed that in 1565 and for

some years earlier " bison (buffalo) skins were brought down
the Potomac and thence carried along shore in canoes to the

French about the gulf of St. Lawrence. During two years 6,000

skins were thus obtained.
"

This early and profitable trading resulted in trading posts

being set up and operated to the great advantage of the fur

companies. The first trading post in 1603 was at Tadoussac, on

the St. Lawrence at the mouth of the Saguenay. This was five

years before Quebec was founded. In 1611 Montreal was made the

trading post for all the region westward.

The earliest English trading post was established in a colony

on James river in Virginia. Here pelts and Indian corn were

traded. In 1615, six years after the navigation by Hudson of the

river which bears his name, the Dutch built a large trading post

at Albany. For the next fifty years no special effort was made
by the eastern colonies to explore the interior of the continent.

Individual traders then began to penetrate beyond the

Great Lakes, and the French traders, Groseilliers and Radisson,

reported that Hudson Bay could be reached overland. The

failure of the French Government to permit these men the right

to establish a post on the bay led them to apply to England and,

in 1668, Fort Charles (Rupert) was built on James Bay. In

1670, the great trading company known as "The Governor and

1. He was Governor of Cuba and Florida in 1565.
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Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's

Bay/' was formed. For nearly a century the posts of this Company
controlled the trade and administered whatever of law and order

existed in the vast region north and west of the Great Lakes to

the Pacific Coast.

A short time later, LaSalle arriving on the coast of Texas,

opened the way for the French trading enterprises on the lower

Mississippi and its tributaries. It was the vast French trade

during the 17th and 18th centuries that developed a class of

men known as coureurs des bois (runners of the woods), who
made themselves at home with the natives. They served as inter-

preters, clerks, boatmen and guides to all the fur companies

engaged in the Indian trade up to the middle of the 19th century.

These men were the advance guard of civilization.

As time advanced posts were scattered along the rivers

from the Great Lakes to the Pacific. For a long time Montreal,

and St. Louis on the Mississippi, were the two great outfitting

centres as well as the distributing markets for furs.

The early trading posts established by the small traders

were rudely built places, but those built by the important trading

companies were stoutly constructed. A trading post was generally

a large square inclosed by a stockade; diagonally at two corners

were turrets, with openings for small cannon and muskets in

each turret so as to defend two sides of the wall against Indian

attack. Within the stockade were the storehouses, quarters for

men, and a room for general trade.

TRADING POSTS AS COMMUNITY CENTRES

For over a hundred and fifty years the trading posts of the

fur companies that dotted the interior of the country played

an important part in the opening up of the West which was often

called The Great Lone Land.

The struggle for possession of North America between France

and England lasted until 1763, and during this time the French
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Government built a great many strong forts throughout the

country.

A study of the locations of these early trading posts reveal

that many of them prepared the way for permanent settlements.

In effect, they were the community centres of those days and as

such they were of value to those traders and voyageurs who
settled down to make homes for themselves in the wilderness.

The enormous profits in the fur trade led to intense rivalry

between the various trading companies—particularly the larger

ones, and each, especially the French companies, in an endeavour

to control the trade routes, chose the location of their forts and

outposts with careful foresight and military skill. In many
instances, these forts became the headquarters of fur-trading

merchants and, in after years many of these strategic points and

fortified outposts became settled areas, forming, with the coming

of settlers into the new country, the thriving cities of today.

In wThat is now the Province of Manitoba, Fort Garry, built

by the Hudson's Bay Company, was the great gateway into the

West. This fort, which was rebuilt at various times near the old

site, was situated near the banks of the Assiniboine and Red
rivers. This location was chosen as were all posts—to intercept

the Indians whose commerce followed these waterways.

Along these waters the hunters came in the spring and summer
bearing their fur catches, and, when the rivers froze over, they

came on foot, or with dog-sleighs, piled high with bales of furs

and dried meat. Came, too, over these rivers the voyageurs and

traders until Fort Garry became the great fur-trading centre of

the West and, today, the great western city of Winnipeg.

The Fort Garry2 post was substantially built. It " covered

a space of 240 by 280 feet and was enclosed by a solid stone wall

and four large round bastions of solid masonary at the corners. It

was sold to the city of Winnipeg in 1882." The north gate still

remains as an historical site.

2. See Trader King.
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The post at Norway House, also in Manitoba, on Little Play-

green lake, figured importantly too in the opening up of the

North West. This post was a divisional point for the transfer of

goods from York Factory to the interior. Boats for the Company
were built here, and Sir George Simpson, the Governor of the

Company whose residence was at Norway House, presided at the

meetings of the northern officers which were held annually at

this post.

In Saskatchewan, there were a great many important posts,

the oldest being the French Fort a la Come, which was one of the

oldest and most continuously occupied of the trading establish-

ments in the west, having "about an acre of ground, enclosed by
a stockade and having from 50 to 80 men attached. " The post

was originally built by La Verendrye in 1748, who named it

Fort St. Louis. The old post has a vivid and stirring history,

having been rebuilt many times.

Cumberland House 8 on Cumberland lake was first built by
Joseph Frobisher (in 1772) who was a free trader at the time.

A free trader was a man wTho worked for himself and was not

associated with any company. The second fort was built (1774)

by Samuel Hearne, the explorer, for the Hudson's Bay Company.
He named it Cumberland in honour of Prince Rupert, Duke of

Cumberland, first governor of the Hudson's Bay Company.

It is the oldest post of the Hudson's Bay Company in the interior.

Fort Albert on North Saskatchewan river was built about 1865

and around the site of this fort the present thriving city of Prince

Albert has grown. According to a local legend, or story, the

rallying point of Indians in far off days was on an island in the

river. This was a rich fur region and at a point near this place

where the Indians met to conduct business and trade with each

other, Pierre de La Verendrye built a trading post. Here, too,

in 1886, Reverend James Nesbit founded the mission of Prince

Albert for Indians.

3. See Trader King.
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The present town of Battleford on the North Saskatchewan

river sits on the sites of two old trading posts. A small one,

called Fort War Road, near the mouth of the Battle river, was

built about 1805, by the North West Company. Another post

on the north or left bank of the Saskatchewan, above the mouth
of Battle River was established by the Hudson's Bay Company.

It is principally believed that the Hudson's Bay Company
post was built about 1821 soon after the union of the two great

rival trading companies—the Hudson's Bay, and the North

West Company. This fort was sacked by Indians of Poundmaker's

band in the Metis uprising 4 led by Louis Riel in 1884-1885. After

the uprising, the fort was never re-established.

Fort Qu'Appelle, or Qu'Appelle Lakes fort was built on the

bank of the Qu'Appelle river by the Hudson's Bay Company
sometime before 1804. An Indian legend gave this post its

name. The Indians believed that a spirit often cried

" Qu'Appelle?" (Who calls?) during the night and that this spirit

was an Indian maiden calling for her drowned lower:

CREE LEGEND

"Qu'Appelle?" the French name it, this valley "Who Calls?"

This valley that easterly winds from the elbow

That carries akimbo the subtle Saskatchewan

To meet the fey waters of As,siniboine.

The archaic valley that swaddles a river

That shackles and quickens sky lakes that lie clutching—

Lie clutching the blue they have drained from the skies

Then meets the fey waters of Assiniboine.

Cree maiden that calls, cries the lover,

" Kah-tap-weo? " Ah! Deathless she sleeps

In the tired old valley

That meets the fey waters of Assiniboine.

—M. W.

4. See Great Chiefs and Mighty Hunters.
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The North West Company and the X.Y. Company also had

adjoining posts on the Qu'Appelle river. Today a little village

nestles in the former region of these early trading posts. It

lies in the Qu'Appelle valley between Echo and Mission lakes on

the flat where once great bands of savage Indians pitched their

sun-browned tents. On the shores of these lovely lakes summer
people camp, and along the old winding trails Indians from nearby

Reserves go leisurely on their way.

In what now is the Province of Alberta there were six different

forts constructed at various times in the vicinity of the present

city of Edmonton. The first fort, known as Fort Augustus, was

built by the North West Company in 1794 about 20 miles east

of the city on the north bank of the Saskatchewan river. In

1795 the Hudson's Bay Company built a fort close to the first

fort and called it Fort Edmonton. Both these forts were destroyed

by the Blackfeet Indians.

In 1808 the North West Company built a new Fort Augustus

on the site of the present city. The same year the Hudson's

Bay Company built a new Fort Edmonton close to the new Fort

Augustus.

Both these forts were abandoned in 1810 and re-established

several miles further west. Fort Edmonton wTas repaired and

re-occupied by John Rowand 5 for the Hudson's Bay Company
sometime prior to 1819. It was first built on the river flats

but was later moved to the top of the bluff overlooking the river

and strongly re-enforced to prevent attacks from hostile Indians.

"It was hexagonal in form with high pickets and bastions and

battlemented gateways, on a perpendicular height commanding
the river." 6 "It was painted inside and out with Indian devices,

gaudy colors and queer sculpture. The buildings were painted

red and smeared with red earth which, when mixed with oil,

5. John Rowand—See The Last Buffalo Hunter.

6. Sir George Simpson 1843.
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produces a desirable brown." It was sometimes called the Great

House.

This fort was operated as a fur trading post until 1915 when
it was removed to allow construction of the Parliament Buildings.

The site of the original Fort Augustus was marked by the Historic

Sites Board in 1927.

QUIZ

1. How long has trade been going on between the Indians and

the whites? What was the result of this early trading?

2. Explain what a trading post is.

3. Tell the class about the first French and English trading

posts.

4. When did individual traders begin to explore the interior

of the country?

5. Give the names of the French traders who reached Hudson
Bay overland. What was the result of their discovery?

6. Who was LaSalle?

7. What class of men is called coureurs des bois?

8. Describe an early trading post.

9. How long did the struggle for possession of North America

between the French and English last?

10. How did the trading posts act as community centres?

11. How did the rivalry between the trading companies affect

the settlement of the country?

12. Tell what you know about the Fort Garry post.

13. What was the principal business conducted at Norway
House?

14. Describe briefly Fort a la Corne post.

15. Write a 300 hundred word essay on the Cumberland House

and Fort Albert posts.
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16. Tell the class about the Battleford post and what took place

there in 1884-1885. Read the story of Poundmaker 7 and
write a short essay on this chief.

17. How did the Fort Qu'Appelle post get its name?

18. Write an essay of 200 hundred words on Fort Edmonton.

a:

Fort Qu'Appelle in 1867.

—Courtesy Canadian National Railwaj^s

7. Great Chiefs and Mighty Hunters.
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CHAPTER NINE

TRANSPORTATION

The possession of horses not only influenced the culture

and trade of the Plains Indians but it also changed their manner of

life. Before they acquired horses, they were footmen, making

short journeys and transporting their goods mostly on their

backs. Some of the Indians had large wolf-like dogs capable

of hauling 40 or 50 pounds. This was the Indian's only domestic

animal and to a small degree his only beast of burden. He would

harness his single dog to a small travois and lash his load to it

—

perhaps lash a small child on top of the load. It was different

in the frozen wastes of the north where the winters were long and

cold. There the tribes raised sled dogs, and to this day dog teams

are used commonly by the northern tribes.

The Plains Indians, before they acquired horses, had an

ingenious way of crossing water. An Assiniboine Indian relates,

"In my boyhood, when my tribe wished to cross a river we made
rafts with our tent poles. We laced them together, loaded our

belongings on them, even the children and old people. Then a

sturdy swimmer threw a tow-line over his shoulder and towed

the raft across to the other bank.

"My kinsmen—the Assiniboines on the Missouri river—are

called The Paddlers. They invented a tub like a boat made of

bull hide reinforced with staves. They paddled up and down the

Missouri river."

As has been previously stated, the first horses owned by
the Indians were those acquired either by raids upon or through

trade writh the southern tribes. It was in 1776 that the explorer

Alexander Henry saw horses among the Assiniboines of the

Plains. Some time later, another explorer found them in common
use. Many of these horses were branded, showing that they

had been taken from Spanish settlements.
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Long before this, however, the first horses seen by the

mainland (North American) Indians were those brought by the

Spanish invaders of Mexico around 1650-1750. When the Indians

first saw these, to them, marvellous beasts they believed them

to be of sacred origin having come out of the earth through lakes

or springs or from the sun.

The possession of the horse had an important influence

on the economic life of the Indian, enabling him to transport his

goods easier, move camp faster and make long journeys attractive.

It was useful, too, to the war parties that were frequently arranged

to go raiding enemy camps for horses. When they began to

secure guns, these mounted war parties became bold and ferocious

raiders.

Buffalo horses and war ponies were highly valued. Buffalo

horses, those used by Indian buffalo hunters, were small, beautifully

proportioned and very fast runners. They were trained to run with

the stampeding herds1
. A war horse or a buffalo runner had a

high trading value. For instance, a rich old Indian, one who
owned a number of horses, would often give from fifteen to twenty

for the maiden he wished to marry, while a poor young brave

might offer one. Forty horses have been given for a buffalo pipe.

Always an Indian medicine man "doctored" war horses before

they went on a raid or a hunt so that they would bring success

to the raid and not fall in the hunt.

Horse racing was a favorite pastime of the prairie Indians.

The annual buffalo hunting parties, in which the entire

tribe took part, occurred in the summer months when the animals

were fat and the hair thin. At this time the flesh was in the best

condition for food and the pelts easiest to dress on both sides

for the making of clothing, shields, packs, bags, ropes, snowshoes

and tent and boat covers. The sinew of the animal was used for

bowstrings, thread for sewing, and fibre for ropes. The horns

were made into spoons and drinking vessels.

1. See The Last Buffalo Hunter,
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The pelts secured in winter were heavy and best suited for

the making of bedding, coarse clothing and moccasins.

Travois consisted of two poles tied together at one end

and attached to the horse. The Indian woman usually led the

horse, often an older child rode it, while the youngest child was

placed on top of the load. The maidens and the young braves

travelled with the caravan on horseback. Those that did not

have mounts walked after the party.

Travois

While many of the Indian tribes living in the eastern and

western areas were compelled to build elaborate palisades and

fortifications for their protection, nature provided simple defences

for those Indians who lived on the open plains. When in danger

of being attacked by a superior force, it was their custom to dig

a pit or pits in the ground, throwing the earth around the margin

to increase the height of the defence. The bank of a creek, or

gully or coulee was chosen, when within reach, as defence of one

side only was necessary.
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QUIZ

1. Tell the class in what ways the possession of horses changed

the manner of life of the Indians.

2. In the days of foot travel how did the Indians cross

water-ways?

3. Who are The Paddlers!

4. When did horses reach the plains?

5. Where did the first horses seen by the Indians come from?

Tell the class about this.

6. To what uses did the Indians put horses?

7. Were horses useful in chasing buffalo?

8- What was the trading value of a buffalo runner?

9. Why did Indian medicine men "doctor" horses?

10. Read description of a buffalo hunt in The Last Buffalo Hunter

and write an essay of 300 words about it.

11. Tell about summer and winter hunts.

12. To what uses did the Indians put the flesh and sinews and

pelts of buffalo.

13. Describe a travois.

14. Draw a picture of a horse drawing a travois.

15. Draw a picture of an Indian caravan—horse, travois and

Indian party.
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CHAPTER TEN

FOOD

In general the food of the Plains Indians depended upon
the movements of the tribes and the location and range of animals,

such as the buffalo, capable of furnishing a plentiful food supply.

In the early days buffalo roamed the prairies in countless thousands

from the Red River to the foothills of the Rockies. The Indians

followed them.

Before they secured guns from the white traders, the Indians

used bows and arrows made out of ash wood which was pliable

as well as tough. The arrow heads were carved out of bone,

stone or flint, which they polished to a fine degree. In the

days of foot travel, a hunter would disguise himself as a

buffalo, or other animal, creep up close to a little band of

buffalo and discharge his arrows into the unsuspecting beasts.

Before buffalo hunting became a great and profitable business

on the prairies, and before the buffalo became scarcer and scarcer

with the advance of settlement, it was generally easy enough when
he required food for the Indian to kill a few buffalo close to his

camping place. Sometimes, however, when the herds roamed

afar in search of new feed, especially if prairie fires had destroyed

their feeding ground, the hunters often had to follow them for

long distances.

It was the work of the Indian women to skin and cut up

the buffalo carcass. A good part of the meat was dried on

platforms or racks over slow fires. Pemmican was the staple food of

the country and a great deal of this as well as the dried meat

was sold to the fur companies for provisioning northern boat

transports and fur company posts. Buffalo tongues were a

great delicacy for Indians and traders alike. Pemmican was made

by pounding the meat until it was like powder, then mixing fat
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from the animal with it and cooking thoroughly. This was
packed into skin (parchment) cases made out of scraped hides.

Saskatoon or other native berries were sometimes added to this

mixture to produce "fine" pemmican. This preparation was

very palatable and hearty and would keep indefinitely. Pemmican
prepared Indian fashion became an important item of diet for

traders, hunters and explorers in the Canadian North-West.

It was a valuable trading specialty for the Indians at trading

posts all over the North-Western country.

Apart from the buffalo, game food was abundant in the

wooded area of the provinces in the long ago, especially in the

northern sections. There were deer, moose, elk, bear, porcupine

and other animals. There were prairie chickens, ducks, cranes,

badgers, prairie dogs and sage hens. There were many varieties of

fish in the lakes and rivers, and always in the regions where food

was easily obtained the Indians pitched their tents.

In the foothills of the mountains, as well as in the interior

of the Rockies, there were mountain sheep and goats, and many
varieties of trout that to this day lure sportsmen to the Canadian

Rockies.

This is a rich country. Everywhere, the Indians had abundant

food and they became expert and cunning hunters. On the

West (Pacific) coast, the tribes located there fished the seas and

rivers for the salmon and other abundant fresh and salt sea food.

Animals, too, were plentiful and the hunters skilful.

For sweetening, the prairie Indians tapped the Manitoba

maple. This tree when tapped yields a sweetish syrup. This

syrup the Indians used for a drink or boiled down into sugar.

Also they had abundant wild fruit—plums, choke cherries,

saskatoons, rosebuds, currants, red and black, gooseberries,

wild strawberries, raspberries and cranberries. The women
gathered and dried these wild fruits, made them into patty cakes,

and stored them away for winter. In the Manitoba region

wild hazel nuts were plentiful.
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From the white man, the prairie Indians learned about

planting vegetables, but they were not very successful at this

work. They were hunters, not farmers, they said. This is under-

standable. Until they were placed in reservations, they had no

fixed abode and they were accustomed to eating wild vegetables.

They had wild rhubarb, prairie turnips and roots of reeds for

greens. These vegetables they also dried and stored away for

thickening soups. Wild parsnips, wild onions, were plentiful

and these they gathered for their immediate use.

In this day the Indians in some regions are quite successful

farmers.

QUIZ

1. What was the chief food of the prairie Indians?

2. How did the migration of the buffalo affect the domestic life

of the Indians?

3. Tell the class how the Indians hunted the buffalo before they

secured guns.

4. Was buffalo hunting a profitable business?

5. Make a drawing of buffalo fleeing before a prairie fire.

6. What part did the Indian women play in the butchering of

the buffalo?

7. Describe the making of pemmican.

8. What part did buffalo meat play in the commerce of the

country, and also as an article of food?

9. What other foods were abundant on the prairies?

10. Did the Indians camp in one place or follow their food supply?

11. Was food easily obtainable in and about the Rockies?

12. Was food plentiful on the Pacific coast?

13. What did the Indians use for vegetables and greens?

14. Write a short essay on the kinds of fruits and sugar the

Plains Indians used.

15. Do the Indians of this day farm?
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

ARROWS, BOWS AND QUIVERS

The bows and arrows used by the North American Indians

were extremely interesting. They were the most useful and common
hunting weapon used by the Plains tribes for striking or piercing

distant objects. The Indians became expert marksmen and

even the children learned early to use them.

A complete arrow is made up of six parts: Head, shaft, fore-

shaft, shaftment, feathering, and nock. These differ in material,

form, measurement, decoration, and assemblage, according to

individuals, locality, and tribe. The head, shaft, and feathering

are the main parts.

There were two kinds of arrowheads, the blunt and the sharp.

Blunt heads were for stunning, the sharp for killing. The sharp

heads were used in war and for hunting. The Plains Indians

made arrowheads out of flint and other varieties of stone, horn,

shell, wood and copper. Copper was much used by the tribes

who could obtain a supply from the Lake Superior region and

by those of British Columbia and Alaska. With the coming of

the wThites iron took the place of other materials.

The shape of the stone arrowhead 1 used by the Plains people

was usually triangular or pointed-oval and smoothly carved,

though some had very slender blades with expanding base. Many
of them were notched. Arrowheads generally were less than two

inches long and slender. The thick and strong ones were much
shorter.

Arrowheads were set in a slot in the end of the shaft and

tied with sinew. War arrows often had the head loosely attached,

so that they would remain in the wound when the shaft was

1. There is an excellent collection of arrowheads in the Provincial Museum,
Regina.
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withdrawn, while the hunting point was firmly secured in order

that the arrow might be recovered entire after the kill.
2

The arrowshafts made and used by the Plains Indians were

of hard wood, usually ash, or saskatoon, and were quite plain.

The end away from the arrowhead was decorated with feathers

—

one, two, three or four feathers—of various species of birds

—

usually hawk. The feathers were to give the arrow balance in

its flight. Sometimes the Plains people painted stripes for

identification on the shaftments, as did the Pacific Coast tribes.

The Plains Indians favoured short shafts and long feathering,

the feathers being artistically applied. The length of the shaft

usually was that of each man's arm. In shooting, an Indian

drew his bow to his ear and aimed. It is reported that arrows

have gone right through the body of a buffalo. At any rate

they were deadly weapons.

The many varieties of bows which the Indians made are proof

of their extremely inventive ability. The principal being (1) the

self-bow, made of one piece; (2) the compound bow, made of

several pieces of wood, bone or horn lashed together; (3) the

sinew-backed bow, a bow of driftwood or other brittle wood,

reinforced with sinew or cord wrapped around it many times

lengthwise from wing to wing; (4) sinew-lined bows, the back of

which wras further strengthened with sinew glued on. Often the

bows wrere decorated in colors. The Self-bow, however, was the

better one and the one made by the prairie tribes and used by them.

Quivers were cases for holding bow and arrows and the form

and size depended on the size of the bow and arrows. In the

Arctic region sealskin was used for making quivers, but on the

prairies deerskin, moosehide or parchment (buffalo hide scraped

thin) were used. These quivers were handsomely decorated

with bright paints.

2. "Latterly arrowheads were firmly attached. When my grandfather,

Panapin, was shot with an arrow that pierced his neck, the shaft had to

be cut at the base of the head and extracted.
,,—Dan Kennedy.
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QUIZ

1. What were bows and arrows used for?

2. How many parts are there to an arrow—how many principal

parts?

3. Tell the class what you know about arrowheads—what

materials were used in the making.

4. Visit a museum if possible and look at specimens of arrow-

heads. If you have already visited one tell the class about it.

5. How are arrowheads attached to the shaft?

6. How did Indian hunters recover their arrows entire?

7. Describe the making of an arrowshaft.

8. Why were arrowshafts decorated with feathers?

9. What kind of arrowshafts did the Plains Indians make and

use? How was the length measured?

10. Were arrows deadly weapons?

11. How many varieties of bows did the Indians make? Which
kind was favoured by the Plains tribes?

12. Were Indians inventive people? Give reasons.

13. What is a quiver?

14. Explain what is meant by arrowhead, arrowshaft, bow.

15. Make a drawing of a bow and arrow.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

CLOTHING

In the early days tanned skin of the deer family was generally

the material for clothing throughout the greater part of the

country and most of the Indian tribes, excepting those in the

far north and those of the south, wore similar dress.

The Plains people wore robes of buffalo hides and sometimes

their dresses and leggings were made of the hides of buffalo,

but as a rule this material was too rough for clothing generally.

On the other hand, elk or moose skin, although soft, was too

thick. Deerskin, therefore, was the most acceptable material

for clothing for men, women and children.

In the construction of garments, the Indians used sinew,

a fine thread-like fibre made from the tendons of larger animals,

and sometimes fibres of plants, for sewing, and bone awls. The
awls were delicately carved out of bone or horn. Both men and

women made clothing and both sexes showed great skill with

the awl.

The more familiar costume of the Plains Indian man was of

tanned buckskin and consisted of a shirt, a breechcloth, leggings

tied to a belt or waist strap, and low moccasins. The free edges

of the shirt were generally fringed. Dyed porcupine quills, beads,

scalp-locks, tails of animals, feathers, claws, hoofs, shells and

other articles were applied as ornaments or charms. Sometimes a

costume was decorated with a painted design. The shirt had

sleeves which hung free over the hips. It was made to draw over

the head. Costumes for ceremonial wear, at Indian pow-wows
and gatherings were much more elaborate than those for ordinary

wear.

Moccasins had flint hide soles for summer wear as they

lasted longer. Smoke tanned buffalo skin was used for winter

wear with high tops, for warmth. For spring wear tanned buffalo
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hide with the hair on was used. The hair was worn on the outside

to prevent the wearer from getting his feet wet.

The buckskin skirt was open in front. Leggings laced with

buckskin laces, moccasins and breech cloth completed his attire

with the traditional buffalo robe, buffalo fur coat, knee length,

fur gauntlets and fur turban.

Among the Plains Indians a necklace of bear's claws marked

a man of distinction.

The woman's costume differed from that of the man in the

length of the shirt in that it hung below the hips—to the ankles

generally—and was confined at the waist by a belt or girdle. It

had short sleeves which hung loosely over the upper arm. Leggings

to the knees completed the costume. Deer and caribou skins

when well tanned are very soft and pliable, as soft as chamois,

and make excellent garments. To some extent the Indians of

today make and wear garments made of skin, especially jackets,

gloves and moccasins. The ceremonial costumes that still are

worn by the older Indians at festivals are patterned after those

of their ancestors. Splendid examples of old time Indian costumes

are to be seen in museums throughout the country.

The women of the plains early became expert porcupine

quill and bead workers1 and some of the very old pieces are not

only extremely artistic in design but flawlessly executed. Porcupine

quill work was practised long before beadwork and in its best form

by the northern tribes. It can safely be said that no finer examples

of Indian porcupine quill work and beadwork can be found

throughout the entire length and breadth of the continent than

those produced by the prairie Indian tribes.

With the coming of the whites, Indian costumes became

modified, or influenced, greatly by traders' stuffs. The women
began copying European dress, and the tribes exchanged bales of

rich furs and quantities of dried meats for store calicos and

clothing and blankets.

1. See Beadwork, Great Chiefs and Mighty Hunters.
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Often traders gave the chiefs or headmen cast-off beaver,

or plumed, hats, uniform coats, or other articles of clothing,

either in trade or as gifts to buy goodwill. We see in old pictures,

and with sadness, noble looking Indians outfitted in garments

which were given them by traders and by fur company officers.

Dressed so, in the cast-off finery of white men, the natural dignity

of the Indian is lost.

QUIZ

1. What did the early Indians use for clothing?

2. Describe the dress of the prairie Indians.

3. Tell the class how skin garments were sewn. What was used

for thread, for needles?

4. Draw a picture of a Plains man's costume.

5. Draw a picture of a Plains woman's costume.

6. Visit a museum if possible and examine Indian costumes, then

write an essay on what you observed about them.

7. How does the bead and quill embroidery of the Plains people

compare with that of tribes in other parts of the continent?

8. Are Indian patterns artistic?

9. What influence did the coming of the whites exert upon the

Indian style of dress?

10. Give your impression of Indians wearing cast-off clothing of

the white people.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

PIGMENTS

The pigments used by the early Indians were mostly obtained

from iron-bearing minerals, such as ochre (an iron ore of reddish-

brown color) and other ores and stained earths. From these

minerals they made various tints—brown, red, green, blue, yellow,

orange, and purple. Powdered coal, charcoal, or soot, gave them
black. Green they obtained chiefly from copper ores. Vegetables,

tree barks and roots also were brewed to obtain various hues.

The early Indian might well be regarded as a research

chemist, as he searched far and wide for new colors and experi-

mented patiently with new combinations of colors. He used

pigments to paint his face and often his entire body. The personal

adornment was incomplete without the use of the red ochre.

This practise was not merefy for vanity or for ornamental purposes,

but in many cases it had religious significance.

Red was a prized color. For this reason the vermilion

(a powdered form of iron ore of reddish color) which the trader

sold to the tribes was in constant demand and a popular item of

trade.

The Indians liked to rub these bright pigments into skins to

color them for various purposes, and they mixed them with other

substances, such as grease or glue, to make paint for decorating

wood and leather boxes, arrows, spears, shields, tipis, robes,

blankets, parfleche cases (cases of rawhide) and other articles.

DYES

Many of the tribes used natural colors. These were the red

and black of bark, the white of grass stems, the pale yellow of

peeled reeds or rushes, the brown of root bark, a brownish red
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from alder bark, juices from blueberries, elderberries and other

fruits. The eastern and northern tribes were skilful at making
baskets which they decorated handsomely.

They were extremely inventive in obtaining color stains

which they applied to their artistic work with great harmony
and shading, especially those tribes who made baskets. These

people lived close to nature and they observed how well nature

blended colors in trees, flowers, skies and rocks.

The Chilcats of Alaska, and the Navahos of Mexico, who are

Weavers, formerly used permanent vegetal dyes of pleasing colors

for dyeing wool. At the present time, however, it is doubtful if

many, if any, natural dyes are used by the Indians. These natural

dyes, which took time and trouble to obtain, have been replaced

by the aniline dyes which were introduced by the traders and now
are easily obtainable. This is a pity as the aniline dyes lack the

softness of the harmonious vegetal colors.

The Indians became expert in preparing these mineral colors,

and dyes, which were ground in small mortars or rubbed down
on a flat stone, and in extracting stains and dyes from vegetal

substances.

The brushes for apptying the paints were rude. Sometimes,

if not feather, they were bits of wood, bark or reeds which had

been beaten at one end until pliable enough to hold the color.

The tribes were skilful in the use of these rude tools.

The Plains tribes employed a flat piece of spongy bone from

the knee joint of a buffalo or other animal. The sharp edge of the

rounded outline served for drawing lines, while the flat side served

for spreading the color over large areas. The spongy porous bone

held a quantity of liquid.

QUIZ

1. What is meant by pigment?

2. To what uses did the Indians put these pigments?
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3. As the early Indian was close to nature, is his patient search

for the materials he needed to supply his wants proof that

natural man is inventive?

4. Is the brain of untutored man capable of exploring and

educating itself?

5. What is vermilion? Was it used in trade?

6. Write a short essay on the uses of pigments.

7. Tell the class from what sources the tribes obtained natural

dyes.

8. Did the fact that the Indians lived close to nature influence

their blending of colors?

9. What Indian tribes are weavers?

10. What Indian tribes make baskets?

11. Are aniline dyes as satisfying as natural dyes?

12. Class project: Have the class see how many natural dyes

it can obtain from the sources mentioned in this chapter.

13. What kind of brushes did the Indians use?

14. How were spongy bone brushes used?
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

INDIAN BLANKETS

Indian people are generally associated in our minds with the

robe or the blanket. It is true that many of the older Indian

folk of today wear gaily colored blankets, but the younger ones

dress much as we do. Yet the robe and blanket, often worn

over skin undergarments, were the traditional dress of the Indian

people before they met white men.

The robe, which was sometimes furred, has gone out of style.

It is not now wrorn by even the older Indians. The preparation

of a robe was elaborate. Formerly, the whole hide of a large

animal was made soft and pliable by much dressing and tanning,

or pelts of foxes, wolves or other small animals were sewed together

to make a robe. Sometimes, depending upon the region where

the Indian camped, and the material available, bird, rabbit or

other tender skins were cut into ribbons, then twisted or woven

and fashioned into robes.

These robes or blankets were worn as cloaks as protection

against the weather during the day, and the more elaborate

examples were worn at feasts and at tribal ceremonies. At night

they were both bed and covering. In the tipis, they were used

for hangings, partitions, doors, awnings, or sunshades. The women
dried fruit on them, or more commonly on flint-dried skins, made
vehicles or cradles of them for their babies, and receptacles for a

great many things and burdens.

The Chilcat blanket made by the women of the Alaskan

tribes was a marvel of spinning, weaving, fringing, and mystic

designs. These beautiful blankets, designed wholly by a primitive

people, astonished white men who first saw them and they quickly

acquired a standard of value in trading.

The Plains Indians were not weavers as they did not have

the cedar bark, fibres, the wool of mountain goats and other
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materials available to the northern, southern and Pacific coast

tribes. They therefore welcomed the white traders wrho brought

them blankets of European manufacture. Indeed the European

quickly discovered the widespread need of wool blankets among
the Indians and he made haste to supply them. As furs became

scarcer blankets wT
ere in greater demand everywhere as articles

of trade and standards of value.

In the United States, in 1831, a home plant was established

in Buffalo for the manufacture of what wTas called the Mackinaw
blanket. Artists have always liked to paint the red man in his

artistic and colorful blanket. It is true that the gay colors go

well writh these dark skinned people, yet the general opinion is

that the clothes of the white man set off to advantage the

distinguished features and fine physique of the Indian.

QUIZ

1. Tell the class how Indian robes or blankets were made.

2. Give a list of the various uses of the robe.

3. Where was the Chilcat blanket made?

4. Were the Plains people weavers?

5. Were blankets a popular article of trade?

6. Draw a group of Indian people dressed:

(a) In fur robes;

(6) In woven blankets.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

INDIAN BOXES OR CHESTS, POUCHES, BAGS,

AND CRADLES

The Indian tribes that moved freely about made many
varieties of boxes or chests, bags and pouches, and used them

for a great number of purposes, chiefly for storing and transporting

their goods. The woodland tribes made boxes out of suitable

timber, while the Eskimo made a large variety of small boxes out

of bone, whalebone or ivory. The Plains tribes had abundant

skins and they made box-like cases or trunks of rawhide similar

in shape to the birchbark boxes of the Eastern tribes.

BOXES

The rawhide boxes of the Plains Indians were called parfleches

and they were used for storing articles or objects they valued,

such as headdresses, arrows, or feathers. These parfleches or

chests were almost as rigid as wooden boxes and were of different

sizes. Some were designed to contain articles to be packed on

horses and these were joined together like saddle-bags. These

parfleches were usually quite elaborately painted with symbolic

designs and showed great inventive skill.

POUCHES

The Indian costume was without pockets and small pouches

were used in their stead. These pouches were made of flexible

material and were designed to hold various objects and substances

of personal use or ceremony. Some were oval in shape and were

made with a flap or a gathering string and with a thong or strap

for attaching them at the shoulder or to the belt. Sometimes

they wTere suspended from the neck.
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BAGS

Bags were larger and simpler than pouches. They were

used for the gathering, transportation, and storage of game and

other food. These were made of different kinds of tanned leather,

rawhide, fur, skins of birds, and numerous other materials.

CRADLES

Prairie Indian women made cradles for their children out of

skins, usually the buffalo or other large animal. 1 The hide with

the hair on was rolled or shaped in the form of a trough, with a

hood. It was lashed together with babiche, which is green

rawhide shrunk or dried and cut into strips of different sizes.

The mother carried the cradle on her back by means of a forehead

band.

All the Indian tribes loved color and they early became

skilled in decorative work. Color was used not only for decorating

their clothing, but also for decorating their persons. An Indian

was not considered properly dressed unless he was painted.

One purpose was to impress those around him with admiration

or fear. Also, paint was useful protection from insects and

the sun.

QUIZ

1. Tell the class about the various bags and boxes used by the

Indians and the purposes for which they were used.

2. What material did the Plains tribes use for making boxes?

What is a parfleche?

These were the cradles made by the primitive women in the very early days

.

After a time they used the softest tanned skins, such as deer or caribou,

for making cradles and decorated them with quill or beadwork. These

little cradles they filled with down from cat tails (bulrushes) and into this

soft bed the child was placed.
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3. Describe a pouch and tell its uses.

4. What were the larger bags used for?

5. Draw a picture of a skin cradle and show how the mother

carried it.

6. Why did Indians paint themselves?

7. Make drawings of the various boxes or chests, pouches and

bags described in this chapter.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

FIRE MAKING

The early Indians had two ways of making fire. Flint and

pyrites 1 were commonly used by the Eskimo and the Indians

who had contact with them. This method was later followed

by the flint and steel. In both cases the spark was fed to

fine dry material such as grass, roots, leaves, and other light

materials.

The second and most commonly used method was by friction

on wood and the ignition of the wood meal by the heat developed

by the friction.

In its simplest form a slender stick, the lower end of which

rested on a wood base, was revolved or spun by twisting the stick

between the palms of the hands and pressing against the base.

Usually the grinding was done in a slot in the base to prevent

loosing the fine wood meal.

The ingenuity of the Indian soon improved the process by

inventing a method to revolve the stick or shaft at a much greater

speed and thus increasing the pressure on the base. This greatly

shortened the time to produce fire. Strings made of fibre were

used to revolve the drill instead of the palms of the hands, or a

string on a bow was commonly used.

Touchwood or punk from decayed trees was used for

preserving the fire when once started. Fire would smolder in

this material for a considerable period and would be available

for starting new fires, thus saving considerable time and effort.

1 . Pyrites—a mineral.
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QUIZ

1. How did the early Indians make fire?

2. What was a later method?

3. Explain the commonest method used.

4. Tell the class how the Indian improved on the above method.

5. How was fire preserved?

6. Can you experiment with the Indian method of fire-making

and report your success to the class?
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

THE WAR BONNET

The handsome war bonnet of the early Plains tribes was
made of eagle feathers and was highly valued. In early days, the

flap of eagle feathers was short and reached only to the waist,

but when the Indians secured horses and became mounted the

flap extended to the ground. It is said that one pony was the

price of a perfect tail of twelve feathers of the "war eagle",

that is the white plumes with black tips. Other varieties with

bars across the feathers were regarded as inferior. The warriors

of the Plains wore the feathers of the golden eagle only.

The Indians held many birds in superstitious regard, but

the eagle, by reason of its majestic, solitary, and mysterious

nature, became an especial object of worship. Whistles made
out of wing bones of eagles were carried by warriors to bring

them good luck.

Eagle hunting was hazardous and required great skill.

Among some tribes certain men were chosen for this work. Owing

to the difficulty in getting within bowshot of the bird, it was

often trapped, or the eyrie 1 was visited to secure the young. 2

The eagle is prominent in Indian art of every description—in

painting, basketry, weaving, beadwork, quillwork. The eagle with

outspread wings is a common decoration on shields, totem poles, and

tipis. Many tribes wore one or more eagle feathers in their hair.

It was customary for some tribes to allow a warrior who
scalped an enemy to wear on his head two eagle feathers, and the

act of capturing a wounded prisoner on the war path earned the

distinction of wearing five eagle feathers.

1. Nest.

2. "Sometimes a pit was dug and covered with branches and grass on which

a rabbit was placed as bait. Inside the pit the hunter is hidden. He
wears gauntlets of rawhide to grab the eagle when he alights to eat the

rabbit."—Dan Kennedy.
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Dan Kennedy, an Assiniboine, says about the prairie Indians:

"The shooting down of the enemy was not as high a distinction

as the act of striking the enemy that was either killed or

wounded—this act merited the highest honour of wearing

one eagle feather. The warrior who was wounded in action

had the right to wear the eagle feather painted red. The
enemy's scalp was a trophy, giving the Indian the

distinction or satisfaction of displaying his trophy/

'

Fans made from eagle feathers formed part of the costume

of some tribes, especially the Sioux.

QUIZ

1. Can you describe the war bonnet of the Plains tribes?

2. How were eagle feathers valued?

3. Why did the Indians regard the eagle so highly?

4. Tell the class how the eagle was hunted.

5. What place does the eagle hold in Indian art?

6. Did Indians earn the right to wear eagle feathers?

7. Draw a war bonnet.

War Bonnet.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

DANCES

Nature is full of life and energy and the dance, like music,

is- a form of expression. Both savage and enlightened people

express their emotions of joy, success, and exultation in dances

of various kinds. The dance therefore is common to ancient

and modern times and to all planes of human culture.

The Indians have always been dancers, savage dancers, and

sometimes graceful dancers, and always the dances which have

been the expression of emotions have been accompanied by songs

or chants. Some of the dances were for men only, others for

women. In fact there were a great many dances for certain classes

of persons and events, as well as many divisions of dances—that

is, certain parts of the dance were executed by men, other parts

by women.

The dances of the men were sometimes rapid and violent,

while that of the women was less forceful. In general, the men
lifted the heel and the ball of the foot, then slapped them down
with great force and swiftness. The dance of the women, which

is a peculiar rocking or swaying motion, has been likened to the

waving of a wind-rocked stalk of corn. Sometimes when the

warriors were away on hunting or war expeditions, the women
held dances to insure their success or safety.

The buffalo dance, to bring game when food was scarce, was

held by the Plains Indians. The sun dance, the scalp or victory

dance, and the Calumet or pipe dance, each performed for one

or more purposes, were all forms of expression. In other words

the dances supplied emotional release.

In dry seasons, the Indians held long ceremonies accompanied

by sun dances, which were earnest petitions or prayers to their

god, the Manitou, for rain, good harvests, and the creation

of life.
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QUIZ

1. How did the Indians express their emotions?

2. Tell the class about the various dances.

3. If any member of the class has seen an Indian dance give a

description of it.

4. Why did the women dance in the absence of the men?

5. When was the buffalo dance held?

6. What other dances were popular amongst the Indians?

7. What is meant by emotional release?

8. Why did the Indians dance in the dry seasons?

Indian Ceremonial Dance.

—Courtesy Hudson's Bay Company
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

RAWHIDE

Rawhide, as has been explained throughout this book, served

the Indian tribes with great usefulness. Like sinew, its toughness

and strength was great and, because of these qualities, it was

extremely valuable in the domestic life of the Indian.

The preparation of rawhide for domestic use was particular

work. First the skins of various large animals were obtained,

then fleshed, dehaired, and stretched on the ground or on frames

until they dried. They were then ready for use.

In drying, green rawhide had a way of shrinking. For this

reason it was useful for casing handles and heads of the primitive

stone clubs which the Indians manufactured, for mending broken

articles, and for making heads for drums and for lacing them. A
drum was a musical instrument.

Sometimes rings of rawhide from the tails of animals were

shrunk on club handles and on pipestems and when they dried

they were like bands of iron. Soles of moccasins were often

made of rawhide as it was tough and would withstand the weather,

and rawhide cut in strips of differing sizes was used for harness,

thongs, whiplashes and many other things.

Narrow strips of rawhide (called babiche by the French) were

used for fishing and harpoon lines, nets, lacing for snowshoes, and

braided strips of rawhide formed halters, cinches, and carrying straps.

To cross river waters, especially the great Saskatchewan

and the Missouri rivers, which were in the paths of the Plains

Indians, whole buffalo skins were used as boat covers. Pieces

of rawhide, scraped until they were almost transparent, were

used for making parfleche trunks, and knife, feather, and arrow

cases, pouches, and pemmican bags.

The primitive Indian's ingenuity and skill, his ability to

wrest a living from the wilderness, to provide food, shelter and

clothing for himself and his family, with hand made weapons

and utensils, is proof of his high intelligence.
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QUIZ

1

.

What is rawhide and how was it prepared for domestic use?

2. Describe how it was used for casing handles. What is a drum?

3. Visit a museum and observe how rawhide encases handles

of clubs, etc.

4. How was rawhide prepared for thongs, etc?

5. Were rawhide boat covers useful?

6. How was rawhide prepared for making boxes and other

articles used for storage or carrying purposes?

7. Do you consider the Indian ingenious?

8. Write a short essay on the Indian's skill, intelligence and

general ability.

Indian saddle of rawhide with beadwork design.



CHAPTER TWENTY

CALUMET

Calumet is a French word for a tube or reed, and is the

name given to the symbolic shaft of wood or reed—2" broad, 34"

thick and from 2 to 4 feet long—which was used by all the Indian

tribes in their ceremonies.

It was painted various colors and decorated with feathers,

wings of rare birds, and carving. Sometimes this stem was
decorated with bands of porcupine quill work.

This calumet was a very sacred object and played an important

part in religious ceremonies. In order that they could offer smoke
(incense 1

) to their gods a pipe was included and gradually the

pipe became adopted as part of the calumet.

The decorations of the calumet were very symbolic and an

Indian artist could read many things in the way of tribal history

from the colors and in the way the patterns were placed.

The calumet, or pipe, was employed by messengers and

visitors from one tribe to another in much the same way as we
use passports when visiting foreign countries. It was used in

conducting business with foreign and hostile nations to ratify

or confirm peace treaties, and to attest contracts and treaties

which could not be violated or broken without incurring the

anger of their god, the Manitou.

In all dealings between tribes, and between the Indians

and the whites, in the early days, the chiefs and headmen smoked

the calumet or peace pipe to indicate the binding nature of the

agreements they arrived at, and they firmly believed that whoever

violated the agreement would be punished by the gods.

The calumet became more commonly known as the peace

pipe, or the war pipe.

1. Worship or adoration.



QUIZ

1. What is a calumet? Why was it so named?

2. How was it decorated?

3. Explain why the calumet was sacred.

4. Why was a pipe necessary in the use of the calumet?

5. Write a short essay on the origin of the calumet, its

decoration and use.

6. How was the calumet or pipe employed in the social life

of the Indians?

7. What was its value in making treaties?

8. Draw a picture of an Indian chief sitting with a trader and

smoking the peace pipe.

Top: Pouch used for carrying; personal possessions.

Below. Peace pipe of Cree Indian chief.
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